VALUE UNCOVERED

MVR Monitor &
DriverCare Risk Manager
SM

Reduce Risk, Claims, & Cost

Periodic MVR check campaigns have
long been the standard for fleet
vehicle safety programs meant to
keep drivers safe and protect the
business from negligent entrustment
or vicarious liability.
The issue with MVR campaigns is
that potentially large visibility gaps
in driver performance data arise
between checks that are up to
180-365 days apart. Companies are
exposed to greater liability as noncompliant or high-risk drivers remain
on the road without remediation.
These gaps can lead to more claims,
higher premium rates, and greater
corporate risk exposure.
MVR Monitor, as part of CEI’s
Risk Manager program, closes
visibility gaps and rounds out a
comprehensive safety solution.

Not only does our monitoring
solution deliver uninterrupted
driver performance data, but,
unlike offerings from MVR-specific
providers, MVR Monitor data feeds
into a driver risk profile that initiates
automated driver remediation.

How MVR Monitor Reduces Risk
Studies show that recent violations
are a strong predictor for future
crashes. In fact, a driver with a major
violation is more likely to be involved
in a crash within the next 180 days.
Scheduled manual MVR pulls – even
more than once a year – still leave
significant visibility gaps into major
violations and increase the chance
of a crash and exposure to negligent
entrustment action.
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How MVR
Monitor
Reduces Risk

MVR Monitoring Visibility Gap
Violation Type

Monitoring Customers

Annual MVR Customers

All Violations

38 Days

219 Days

DUI

12 Days

146 Days

Reckless Driving

36 Days

200 Days

Loss of Driving Privilege

12 Days

196 Days

Real-World Value
One CEI customer with over seven thousand drivers recently ran their annual MVR campaign.
As the results came in, it was discovered that one driver had amassed over 80 points over the prior
365 days. The driver’s driving privileges were immediately revoked.
A less dramatic, yet serious, finding was that a substantial number of drivers had their licenses
suspended between MVR campaigns, yet they were still driving. Other drivers received points
that raised their risk levels but had not received remedial training.
Fortunately, these drivers were not involved in any collisions, but the company immediately
introduced MVR Monitor to close the visibility gaps that occur with traditional MVR practices.

The CEI Difference
As a leader in driver safety programs, CEI brings together continuous MVR monitoring with a full risk
profiling system that results in targeted driver remediation. It is a proven program for pre- and post-hire
driver profiling and remediation, featuring:
• Normalized violation codes for administrative ease
• Custom grading based on a company’s driver policy
•	Automated system to ensure driver policy compliance

•	Automated remediation, including a library
of passenger vehicle and training modules
• Scalable to meet the needs of any size

Driver Monitor with Risk Manager, is proven to reduce violations, crashes, and events:
22% Reduction
in Monthly
Violations

14% Reduction
in Monthly
Crashes

32% Reduction
in Company Risk
Profile Events

These results translate into less exposure to negligent entrustment, less driver risk, lower overall administrative
and collision-related costs, and a better bottom line for insurance carriers and their customers.
To learn more about the benefits of CEI MVR Monitor and the Risk Manager program,
contact us at (877) 234-0378 or sales@ceinetwork.com
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